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ABSTRACT
The project proposes a museum that acts as public infrastructure, situated across 
the boundary between east and west Oslo.  The architecture of the museum is 
a continuous linear element that acts as a bridge through the different urban 
conditions from one side of the Aker River to the other,  becoming the primary 
circulation path, reinventing the public street and positioning the cultural value 
of the exhibits alongside the daily life of the city where it infiltrates the exhibition 
spine of the museum.  The imposition of this system questions contemporary 
definitions of Norwegian identity through the relationships developed between 
the historic narrative of the museum and the slices of city life that it presents at 
the intersections. 
Several registers of content pull through the museum - exhibition, production 
and public space.  The collections explore what it means to be Norwegian, 
through the art of Edvard Munch and artifacts from Norway’s viking past 
presented in a timeline of development, all consistently bracketed by visible 
processes of restoration and production needed to keep the museum operational 
- undermining through process the traditional modes of cultural legitimation of 
the museum and allowing for an imposition of a alternate kind of user driven 
identity for the city.
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Architecture’s critical project lies in its ability to respond to and 
inform the societal conditions within which it exists. In the case 
of a society in flux, issues of cultural and political identity are 
especially of relevance to the intellectual project of architec-
ture.
I am interested in crafting a response to the changing social 
conditions within Norway; it becomes a test case of the rapid 
shifts possible in the contemporary moment.  In Oslo, formerly 
solid definitions of the state and the basic consensus on what 
it means to be Norwegian have been challenged through the 
rapid repopulation of the city through both internal and inter-
national migration.
For a strong contingent of the population, this concept of Nor-
wegianness is very much tied into the blood and the shared 
cultural linguistic heritage of being Nordic.  Having undergone 
nation building in the last century, Norway still retains the initial 
definitions of what made it coalesce as a distinct cultural and 
political entity.  As such, it is only now is beginning to deal with 
issues of complexity of the citizen base in a way that informs 
Norwegian identity.  It is precisely this inflection point brought 
out by diversity that makes this such a fascinating condition to 
study.
Oslo has a rapidly growing population at just over half a million 
people in 2010.  Of those, roughly a quarter are immigrants, a 
majority of those being non-western in origin.  This gives Oslo, 
more so than any other part of the country, a cultural diversity 
that results from the close proximity of people from different 
backgrounds living together.  Among other things, the city of 
Oslo has set up a welcoming service for new arrivals called 
(Velkommenoslo)2 that pairs mentors between current and new 
residents, with the idea that the city should tell the intercultural 
story of Oslo to help integrate new populations.  This effort to 
make the city a more accessible place that people from diverse 
backgrounds could belong to the city is emblematic of an in-
clusive definition of what it means to be Norwegian.
The increasing entrance of Norway into a globalized commu-
nity has led to a reversal of a decades old political policy of 
egalitarian cultural infrastructure.  Under the Social Democratic 
policies of the last fifty years, cultural institutions and their ac-
Immigrant is defined by Statistics 
Norway (ssb.no), the National Sta-
tistical Bureau, as people having 
at least one parent born outside of 
Norway
velkommenoslo.no
see page 22
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companying public spaces were seen as a social infrastruc-
ture, distributed to the city as a whole.  However, in the 1980’s 
a significant shift in policy and public opinion moved the city 
from this egalitarian view of public space into a developer driv-
en revitalization of the waterfront.  Development started first at 
Aker Brygge, then following the success of the gentrification 
there, more recently in Bjørvika.  Instead of the museum as a 
public resource to be shared by all, there is a mentality of the 
museum as a developer’s tool to effect change in under-utilized 
sections of the city.  While both are admirable, this is a signifi-
cant shift in the way public resources are considered.  The de-
velopment plans in Bjørvika, centered around the new national 
opera house on the waterfront, are more invested in the project 
to create a curated view of Oslo and what it means to be Nor-
wegian.  Focusing on a business district, art, and Scandinavian 
heritage, and almost more importantly, the lack of tolerance for 
the existing cultural mixing zones along the waterfront, such 
as the MS Innvik, the Fjord City development plans create a 
very narrow view of Norwegian identity in its projection to the 
outside world.
This thesis leverages the agency of architecture to facilitate 
a negotiation between the singular and inclusive identities at 
play in Oslo by reconceptualizing the cultural/social identity of 
the Norwegian people through the historical project of the mu-
seum.  An increased visibility of the non-Western elements in 
society will work towards the empowerment of the immigrant 
populations as well as the emergence of a new more inclusive 
national identity.
The discussion of the role of the immigrant within Norwegian 
society exists amidst a larger discourse of the role of cultural 
institutions in the definition of Norwegian identity, faced with 
the intersection with the increasingly globalized and connected 
capitol, the influx of capital surpluses from oil industry held by 
the current power structure, and the realization of an inflection 
point in the social fabric of the state. In addition, there is a vast 
amount of attention in Norway going into cultural institutions 
that define the image of society, from a lingering hangover of 
Bilbao - attempting to leverage architecture to revitalize disad-
vantaged sectors of the urban fabric, to preserving and defining 
a curated view of what defines Norwegian culture. I propose a 
project that works within this line of production, but yet works 
see page 36
see page 54
not to perpetuate a static image of the state, but an inclusive 
view of the changing identity of what it means to be Norwegian. 
Architecture becomes the enabler to shift the role of the immi-
grant from a passive unit to be placed and placated to a active 
participant in the host country, complete with identity and self-
determination.
It moves to occupy the boundary between the Norwegian and 
the non-Western Immigrant, creating a place that is simultane-
ously of neither, yet a product of both. This Other place within 
the city becomes a provocation for the kind of re-conception 
of identity inherent in the changing social conditions. It is also 
invested in the historical project of the museum, not as an in-
stitution of dusty relics, but in the assumption of identity that 
is inherent in the didactic experience of the museum exhibit. 
The display of the Munch collection alongside the Viking ships 
and artifacts creates an immersing, curated world of Norwe-
gian culture, while breaks in this programming to allow for un-
planned and unpredictable infiltration by city life keep the role 
of the artifact in perspective.
By turning the institution of the museum inside out and making 
it a truly public place of exchange of ideas and the complexities 
of the daily life of the city, I am attempting to imagine a different 
kind of development that would use cultural institutions within 
the city in a more inclusive way.  The role of the museum in 
society should be so much more than a box to put art or a way 
to create an exclusive cultural district and sell expensive con-
dominiums.  The waterfront development patterns in Bjørvika 
follow the mold of Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim in Bilbao, that 
architecture can create enough interest in an area to revitalize 
it and start systems of gentrification.  However, the museum ty-
pology with it’s embedded narratives and the potential to have 
a larger interaction with the city could have a more positive 
impact in the negotiation between disparate cultures within the 
city.  The ideas tested in this thesis are meant as a provocation 
to a different kind of development in Oslo in opposition to the 
curated national image that is being created around the wa-
terfront today.  Rather, it is a fantasy of Oslo that takes a more 
inclusive view of the complexities of the changing society and 
the future developments of the city.
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The historical typology of the museum can be broken into two 
different poles of intention:  That of the archive for objects, and 
of a place for the exchange of ideas.  In the first, the architec-
ture becomes static, a container of objects, elitist and cut off 
from its own time.  It is a place meant to store and preserve the 
idea of a particular moment.  In the words of Theodor Ador-
no, “dead visions are entombed, and Venus becomes a docu-
ment.”  The other view, dating back to the original Greek word 
for museum, Mouseion, which meant place (or perhaps dance 
floor) of the muses, was used in the ancient world to desig-
nate places of learning and scholarship that were attached to 
the idea of the muses.  Schools of poetry and philosophy were 
situated amidst their displays of the arts of their time and the 
focus of the museum was on the interchange of ideas, not as 
the container of the objects themselves.
It is in this last spirit that I wish to explore the idea of museum 
and the strategies inherent in the display and formation of inter-
change and identity.  As an institution, the museum establishes 
its own narrative through its programming and curation and 
position that against a place of uncertain narratives through 
social and political change.
The progression of the Museum as a public institution is tied to 
social structures and their developments over the last several 
centuries.  While art in the middle ages in Europe was seen as a 
private endeavor to be possessed by individual collectors and 
the Church, during the Renaissance many precursors to the 
modern museum arose in the collections exhibited in private 
homes that were open to the public on limited occasions.  This 
preceded the 1753 decision by the British Parliament to estab-
lish the use of public funds to support the new art museum - 
making the British Museum the first public Museum.
However, it is necessary to also consider the roughly contem-
poraneous opening of the Louvre in Paris in 1793 as equally im-
portant in furthering the ideas of art as a public resource.  Com-
ing on the heels of the French Revolution, the Louvre Museum 
displayed the King’s personal collection in one of the most 
prestigious palaces in Paris - all completely open to the public. 
This reversal of the privilege of art ownership and making it a 
common asset of the people came very shortly after the Revo-
lution and marks one of the important psychological changes 
Theodor Adorno. “Valéry Proust 
Museum,” Prisms, trans. Samuel 
and Sherry Weber, 175-85 Cam-
bridge, MA: MIT Press 1996
HISTORY OF THE MUSEUM
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1 Davis, Douglas, The Museum 
Transformed: Design and Culture in 
the Post-Pomidou Age. New York: 
Abbeville Press 1990
in a society that was adjusting to the new power structures 
that defined it.  “France’s revolutionaries... commonly referred 
to the Louvre as a institutions dedicated to the glory of the na-
tion.” (Davis 14).  From the beginning the Louvre galleries were 
politicized, not only for their aspirations of national prestige, 
but also in their role in the opening up of the emerging soci-
ety.  In an attempt to use the museum as a tool for ending the 
medieval system of master and apprentice, the galleries were 
opened up to students, paintings placed at eye level without 
roped off protection.  This of course sparked a debate between 
the vision of art existing in open spaces with public access and 
those who wished to close it off and sanctify the art.   This ten-
sion between art as a resource to be protected and common 
property to be enjoyed is a continuing discussion in museums 
today.
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The actual history of Oslo is in some ways less important than 
the way that history is being represented within Norwegian 
society and to outsiders.  The consolidation of museums in 
the Bjørvika area in recent years leads to some interesting 
questions on how the museum, as an authority on history and 
culture, is being use to legitimize the current power structures 
in Oslo.
The Edvard Munch museum is currently being moved to the 
waterfront from its existing location in a park in Tøyen, a 
multicultural area a twenty minute walk from the city center. 
There is discussion about moving some of the exhibits of the 
Viking Ship Museum to the waterfront as well, to the site of 
the medieval ruins that mark the first known settlement in the 
area dating from the thirteenth century.  The planned relocation 
both of these museums signifies an important change in the 
way museums are experienced in the city.  The current system 
of distributed cultural infrastructure that was developed under 
the Social Democratic policies of the last century required that 
any tourist experience of the city involved trekking from one 
corner to another to see all of the attractions the city has to 
offer - a system that, while slightly awkward for the tourist, has 
great merit when combined with the philosophy of egalitarian 
social infrastructure.  However, in recent years this stance on 
the role of the museum in society has begun to shift and now it 
is a vital part of development packages to revitalize under used 
areas of the city.
This marks a significant shift in the way the museum is perceived, 
from being a common resource to which all are entitled access, 
to a tool to define the character of the new urban space being 
recreated on the waterfront.  My intervention in this discussion is 
to provide a middle ground for the interpretation of the museum, 
somewhere between the perfectly distributed museum and the 
museum as developer’s tool.  In Oslo there will always be a 
place for the cultural attractions to be distributed across the 
city.  The National Gallery, the Henie Onstad Kunsthal and the 
Vigeland sculpture park among others will all remain where 
they are from the center of the city to the outskirts providing 
the chance for the random encounter for the tourist with actual 
Oslo (a fascinating concept on its own, in which the city itself 
can be seen as the museum).  However, for the purposes of 
this project I will propose that two of the museum collections 
HISTORY OF OSLO
ROLE OF THE ARTIFACT IN CULTURAL LEGITIMATION
see page 44
see page 45
see page 38
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currently being slated to be moved to Bjørvika be combined 
just north of the Oslo S train station, right at the intersection of 
the old city grid, Grønland, and the Akerselva.
This combination allows for the creation of the tourist destination 
that waterfront development plans always seem to call for, but 
by placing it just outside of the current redevelopment area it 
allows a level of commentary on the social and political forces 
driving the cultural consolidation in Bjørvika today.
It would be easy to trace the history of the Norwegian people 
through the collection of the Vikingskiphuset.  The artifacts 
within represent a shared Scandinavian history that ties the 
Nordic people together through more than just language and 
ethnicity.  They represent a common cultural past that defines 
for many people what it means to be Norwegian.  The ships 
themselves were harbingers of the first globalization of Norway, 
the means by which Nordic influence spread over all of the 
North Atlantic and enabled cultural interchange a millennia ago. 
However, today the artifacts of the collection and the ships 
themselves represent a conservative view of what it means to 
be Norwegian, through the shared history of the Norwegian 
people.
If the Viking Ships represent the Scandinavianization of Norway, 
The painter Edvard Munch is emblematic of another form of 
identity that has defined the Norwegian collective sense of self. 
He was, along with others of his contemporaries, known not only 
as Norwegian, but as a European Intellectual.  He is the one of 
the most globally recognized Norwegian artists, yet did much 
of his painting in Germany in the early 1900’s before moving his 
studio back to Norway.  He is the most recognizable name in 
Norwegian arts, and is emblematic of the Europeanization that 
Norway underwent in the transition to the twentieth century.
Today Norway is in the midst of adapting to a new globalized 
society in which many of the expected norms such as ethnicity, 
language and customs are more fluid due to immigration.  This 
project seeks to investigate the role of the museum in a society 
dealing with issues of national identity, multiculturalism, urban 
regeneration, gentrification, conservation and production and 
the role of the artifact.  The setup of this project to take on the 
programs of the Munch collection and the Viking Ships outside 
see page 68 the development areas in Bjørvika is a change to explore the 
role of the artifact in its position perpetuating the mono-cultural 
view of Oslo that is at odds with the influx of immigration.
The museum typology is unfolded and nullified through two 
programmatic devices.  Primarily, on an urban scale the museum 
acts as a large scale public space stitching two different areas 
of the city together through activating social programs, the 
concentration of urban flows through the museum at nodal 
winter gardens that interrupt the museum bar, and reworking of 
the public space of the street alongside the museum narrative 
spaces.  On an architectural level, the museum negotiates the 
role of the artifact through a constant interweaving of exhibition 
and production in the museum.  The occupant is shown the 
magnificent Hall of Ships to revel in the age and craftsmanship 
of early Nordic ship builders, while shortly later is given a 
window into parallel workshops in which those same exhibits 
are crafted restored and rebuilt to look old again.  In the same 
way, the Munch collection is paired with restoration galleries, 
art classes and studios.
The intent of the museum is to question the sanctity of the 
artifact in determining social structures, and provide an 
alternate view on Norwegian identity that is related more to the 
complexities of the current population than common cultural 
heritage.
see page 104, 118
see page 121
see page 131
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IN OSLO
IMMIGRATION 01relationship of citizen to state
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37% of Somalia lives in 
urban conditions
80% of Norway lives in 
urban conditions
10% of Norwegians live in 
cramped housing conditions
50% of immigrants live in cramped 
housing conditions
(fewer rooms than household 
members)
45% of Norwegians live 
in detached houses
10% of Somalian 
immigrants live in 
detached houses
Population Demographic Comparison
“The traditional and 
persistent East-
West divide, with 
the East both poorer 
and “blacker” dam-
ages the image of 
an inclusive city and 
could foster unrest”
- City of Oslo Intercultural Profile
  Report by Council of Europe 28 August 2008
20% NON 
WESTERN
DOMESTIC BORN 
POPULATION
BOTH PARENTS 
FOREIGN BORN
ONE PARENT FOREIGN 
BORN
4% 
WESTERN 
8% 
MIXED
10% of Norwegians live in 
cramped housing conditions
65% of immigrants live in 
cramped housing conditions
(objective)
10% of Norwegians live in 
cramped housing conditions
45% of immigrants live in 
cramped housing conditions
(subjective)
45% of Norwe-
gians live in 
detached houses
25% of all immigrants 
live in detached 
houses
SOURCE: ssb.no
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41 abortions per 1000 
women in Somalia
18 abortions per 1000 
women in Norway
62% statewide 
electoral participa-
tion
36% of immigrants 
electoral participation
62% statewide electoral 
participation
28% of immigrants electoral 
participation (non-western)
42% of immigrants electoral 
participation (western)
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
97.0%
96.9%
96.5%
96.2%
96.0%
95.9%
95.7%
95.5%
95.2%
95.1%
94.9%
94.7%
94.5%
94.1%
93.7%
93.4%
93.1%
92.7%
92.4%
92.1%
91.7%
91.1%
90.3%
89.4%
89.4%
74.0%
Percentage of Norwegian Popula-
tion Born In Norway By Year
Comparison of Nationwide Diversity 
to Diversity in Oslo
Population Demographic Comparison
OSLO
NORWAY
SOURCE: ssb.no
Non-immigrants make up 
92% of voting population
Immigrants make up 8% 
of voting population
3.5/10 on importance 
of religion among 
non-immigrants
10/10 on importance 
of religion among 
Somalian Immigrants
4 religious meetings 
per year amoung 
total population
35 religious meetings 
per year amoung 
Somalian immigrants
Primary Origin Points of Foreign Born Population
SOURCE: ssb.no
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Nordstrand
 Søndre Nordstrand
Østensjo
Alna
Stovner
Grorud
Bjerke
Gamle Oslo
Grünerloøkka
Sangene
Nordre Aker
Vestre Aker
Ullern
Frogner
Sentrum
St. 
Hanshaugen
Population Foreign Born  8%
Population Foreign Born  7%
Population Foreign Born  6%
Population Foreign Born  5%
Population Foreign Born  4%
Population Foreign Born  3%
FOREIGN BORN POPULATION BY PERCENTAGE IN EACH BYDELER OF THE CITY OF OSLO
FOREIGN BORN POPULATION BY PERCENTAGE IN EACH BYDELER OF THE CITY OF OSLO (SPLIT BY 
WESTERN AND NONWESTERN)
(1998)
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Nordstrand
 Søndre 
Nordstrand
Østensjo
Alna
Stovner
Grorud
Bjerke
Gamle Oslo
Grünerloøkka
Sangene
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Vestre Aker
Ullern
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Sentrum
St. 
Hanshaugen
edge
central
NONWESTERN 
IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT BY DISTRICT
WESTERN 
IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT BY DISTRICT
IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT BY DISTRICT
data source
“In addition to housing and employment, housing is a criti-
cal factor for integration.  There are no ethnic ghettos in Oslo 
today, and different groups live side by side.  Newly arrived 
refugees are resettled in all of Oslo’s city districts, on the basis 
of the number of inhabitants   However, the number of non-
western immigrants who settle in urban districts is increas-
ing relatively quickly, while this group is dwindling, in relative 
terms, in Inner Oslo East.”
-Kommuneplan Oslo 2008
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Mosque in Grønland
Religious diversity in Norway has 
increased dramatically with immi-
gration.
At the beginning of this year 9.3 
per cent of the Norwegian popula-
tion, or 449 900, were members of 
religious and life stance communi-
ties outside the Church of Norway. 
About one quarter of the members 
live in Oslo.
More than half of the members, 
246 000, were members of Chris-
tian communities. A total of 82 900 
were members of life stance com-
munities and accounted for ap-
proximately 18 per cent of all mem-
bers of communities. Furthermore, 
various Islamic communities ac-
counted for around 22 per cent of 
the members, while the members 
of Buddhist, Hindu and Sikh com-
munities accounted for 3 per cent, 
1.2 per cent and 0.2 per cent of the 
members respectively.
source: ssb.no
Left: February 2010 march protest-
ing lack of sensitivity to Muslim cul-
ture in the media in Oslo
Right: Norwegian Constitution 
Day Celebrations, May 17
When considering the demographic 
in Oslo, it is necessary to consider 
the increasingly distinct groups that 
make up the country.  While it is 
not as simple as two easily defined 
groups, taking account of the cul-
tural and social changes introduced 
with the rapid repopulation of the 
city with foreign born residents is 
important to understanding the so-
cial context.
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shortest displacement distance
lowest residential concentration
moderate displacement distance
moderate residential concentration
longest displacement distance
highest residential concentration
Inverse relationship between immigrant displacement and dispersion
-
INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMMIGRANT DISPLACEMENT AND DISPERSION
“We need to reflect on how 
Norwegians have changed 
their way of living: into 
single households, without 
children. I don’t think 
immigrant families will live 
like this, not even in the next 
20-30 years, so there will be 
children. Where will they go? 
What will they do? They will 
be the future generation who 
are going to use the public 
space.”
-Spekulasjon
by Bik Van der Pol
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MAPPING OF UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME STANDARD OF LIVING
SOURCE: 2010 UNDP HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT
VERY HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
LOW
UNKNOWN
As a nation, Norway has historically had little experience with cul-
tural diversity.  Never having been an imperial power and largely 
isolated from the population movements of the mainland Europe, 
outside influences were limited in points in its history.  However, a 
distinct change in the population of Norway has been happening 
since the 1970’s, with escalation in the last fifteen years.  Changes 
in immigration policy and world events have contributed to a sharp 
rise in the number of foreign-born citizens living in the country, pri-
marily concentrated in urban areas.  Culturally, the foreign-born 
population is distinct from the ethnic Norwegians, and at almost 
twenty-five percent of population in the capital city, is indicative of 
a significant cultural change ongoing within the Norwegian state. 
This project seeks to investigate the implications of these shifts 
as the result of globalization on the role of architecture in society. 
This negotiation of the primarily Christian, Western culture with 
the influx of primarily Muslim immigrants from Somalia, Iraq and 
Afghanistan is a uniquely Norwegian debate, but it is emblematic 
of the same debate being held around the Western world.  The 
definition of a socio-political structure capable of encompass-
ing the disparate entities that make up the contemporary state 
is most poignantly studied in Scandinavia, where the integration 
process is still in its infant stages. 
Throughout much of the last hundred years, Norway has been 
known as a population prone to emigration, however, a high stan-
dard of living1 as well as a robust labor market and willingness to 
accept refuges has shifted the trends toward immigration.  The 
commitment within Norway to maintain the social equality of the 
foreign-born population also makes it an attractive destination for 
immigrants and refugees.  
The labor market in Norway is partially insulated from global eco-
nomic trends through its reliance on industry centered around 
exports of natural resources, in particular oil from the North Sea. 
This orientation towards industry and exports not only lends the 
economy resilience, but provides much of the basis for the wealth 
that works as the corner stone of Norwegian society.  Thirty per-
cent of the state revenue comes from state owned petroleum in-
dustry, and this surplus of wealth allows a generous system of 
social welfare.
As evident in the map of human development index, there is a 
IMMIGRATION IN OSLO
EPICENTER OF EMERGING NATIONAL IDENTITY DEBATES
1 The United Nations Develop-
ment Programme has named Nor-
way as having the highest standard 
of living in 2001-2006 and in 2009. 
This is an index that is developed 
from life expectancy, education, 
adult literacy, gross enrollment, and 
gdp.
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wide range of standard of living across the globe.  This differ-
ence, when it becomes too great becomes a social force for mi-
gration, pulling people from one spot to another.  The countries 
with the highest standards of living, the United States, France, 
Japan, and Norway tend to experience net immigration, while 
countries where conditions are not so favorable, such as much of 
sub-saharan Africa and the parts of the Middle East, experience 
a net population flight.  In fact, the majority of the foreign-born 
originating outside of Scandinavia come from Iraq, Afghanistan 
and Somalia, all three having a very low standard of living.
So if immigration can be understood for a moment as a direct 
simplification of the economic forces around the world, popu-
lation movements can be easily linked to globalization and the 
interconnected nature of capital and the economies of the late 
capitalist period.  And as globalization is known to be progress-
ing down a path of increased entrenchment, it can also be easily 
drawn that the kinds of social conflicts from immigration experi-
enced in Norway and other European countries are not isolated 
incidents.
Another contributing factor to the rise of foreign born citizens in 
Norway is the increase of political refugees seeking asylum.  The 
opening of the Norwegian borders to refugees is an interesting 
turn in the political development of the situation.  Through the 
1970’s Norway had very draconian code of laws keeping out both 
immigrants and refugees.  However, the first loosening of that 
happened in 1975 with the acceptance of thousands of Vietnam-
ese refugees after the fall of Saigon.  There continued to be sev-
eral backlashes through the eighties and nineties in the political 
system, with various pro-immigration political parties vying for 
power with more nationalistic governments.2 This history of hav-
ing a fairly charged political history relating to the immigration 
issue makes it evident that the current decision to accept large 
numbers of refugees from Somalia following the unrest there this 
decade signals a rise of the civic over culture.3  Norway knew the 
potential problems and implications of allowing large numbers of 
foreign-born people to enter into the country, namely the shifting 
identity as the population changes, but this decision signals a 
political shift from the importance of culture to the importance of 
the civic.
This is an important realization within the structure of the shifting 
2  From Statistics Norway, (ssb.
no/en) official statistics of the Nor-
wegian society, as governed by the 
Statistics Act of 1989: The number 
of immigrants residing in Norway 
varies with the government’s immi-
gration policy, labor market needs 
and shifting global crises. Immigra-
tion increased during and after the 
Balkan wars of the 1990’s
3 From Statistics Norway, (ssb.
no/en) official statistics of the Nor-
wegian society, as governed by the 
Statistics Act of 1989: Currently, 
around 25,000 Somalian immi-
grants make up the third largest 
non-Nordic population in Norway.
definition of the Norwegian state.  It is moving from a protectorate 
of Nordic culture to a representation of the political commonali-
ties of a heterogeneous population - a trend I would like to high-
light and develop through intervention.  The relation of the state 
to citizen is an equalizing factor, ignoring myths of origins and 
focuses instead on the common social bonds defining society.
Currently, almost ten percent of the population across the coun-
try, and an even more dramatic twenty-five percent of the capital 
city was born outside of Norway.4  Oslo is not just the largest city 
in Norway, but also the seat of political power, base of the Nor-
wegian church, as well as the stronghold of Norwegian cultural 
identity.  That more than a quarter of such an important institution 
now consists of people from outside of the Norwegian system 
has dramatic implications for the changing identity of the country. 
The implications of this impending change are what make this 
context so fascinating; the manner in which the changes are ad-
dressed is inherently an architectural proposition. The implication 
is that intervention could also shape the direction that the soci-
etal changes take within the Norwegian conception of national 
identity.
4 Statistics Norway has published 
figures on those born outside 
Norway since the Population 
Census of 1865. Back then, 1.2 
per cent of the total population 
of 1.7 million were born abroad; 
the majority in Sweden. By 1920, 
the immigrant share of the total 
population had increased to 2.8 
per cent. During the interwar 
period there was little immigration, 
and by 1950 only 1.4 per cent of 
the population was born abroad.  
Today, Immigrants and those born 
in Norway to immigrant parents 
constitute 508 000 persons or 10.6 
per cent of Norway’s population
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THE STORY
OF A HIJACKED
MUSEUM
Leveraging of cultural currency in waterfront development politics in Oslo
40 41
Built in 1963 off proceeds of state cinema ticket 
sales, the Munch museum was the embodiment 
of the museum for the people - located in an 
emerging immigrant district in East Oslo.
The Norwegian Labor Party, the only true political 
power for the better part of a century had good 
intentions with their culture for all policy.  The 
social democracy of the Arbeiderpartiet was 
invested in distributed cultural infrastructure. A 
painting in everyone’s view and a park in their 
front yard.
The Munch, well intentioned as a place of the 
people, but still remained an aloof institution - 
reserved for tourists and the cultural elite, it is set 
apart from the rest of the city
During the first fifty years of its existence, the 
Museum is the site of one of the most famous art 
thefts in history, as well as a later hijacking of the 
entire collection for political purpose.
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Political priorities have changed since the 1980’s. 
Now is the age of the politician’s dream of the 
grand project to put their name to.
Munch is to be moved, leveraging all of his cultural 
currency to lend legitimacy to the city by the fjord.
In all of the excitement surrounding this new 
development, the coming out party of Oslo as a 
great European Capital, no one stops to question 
the potential of the Museum beyond the dollar 
signs on the developers spreadsheets.  Cultural 
districts sell expensive apartments.
What is created, by Juan Herreros Arquitectos, is 
a hermetically sealed tower for art.  Or was the 
tower meant to be art?  No one in the city is really 
sure.
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Old Munch Museum
Tourism Point of Note
Museum
Proposed Cultural 
Building in Bjorvika
National Gallery
Historical Museum
Tøyen
Grønland
Bjørvika
Bispevika
Deichmanske Public Library
Norwegian Museum of Cultural History
Opera House
Akershus Fortress and Castle
Proposed New Munch Museum
Viking Ship Museum
Kon-Tiki Museum
University Museum of Cultural History
Frammuseet
Norwegian Maritime Museum
Henie-Onstast Kunstsenter
2000----
Post-capital consumer politics has 
led to a focus on symbolic capital of 
cultural buildings and the consolida-
tion into curated cultural districts
1980
Social democratic politics led to 
an egalitarian policy of distribution 
of cultural buildings throughout 
the entire city
disperse
curate 
RECONCENTRATION OF 
CULTURAL BUILDINGS IN 
OSLO
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EXISTING CONDITIONS (2010)
WATERFRONT REDEVELOPMENT PLANS
REDEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN
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BJØRVIKA REDEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN
PUBLIC SPACE IN THE BJØRVIKA REDEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN
BARCODE TOWERS: NEW BUSINESS DISTRICT IN BJØRVIKA
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BJØRVIKA REDEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONAL AREAS
 MUNCH 
MUSEUM
DEICHMAN 
LIBRARY
OSLO 
OPERAEN
public services and 
common areas
exhibition areas
administration
art storage and 
receiving
conservation depart-
ment
exhibition 
workships/production
transport and logisitics
media collections and 
reading rooms
foyer, cafe, 
cloakroom, etc.
stage areas
rehersal rooms, 
admin, 
workshops
information center
the 24 hour library
auditorium and cinema
offices, administration and 
tech support
specialized departments
work stations
sorting room
miscellaneous internal 
support functions
storage areas
reception of goods, loading 
platform, garage
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Snøhetta’s Oslo Opera House, a 
house of high culture that has been 
repurposed as a tourist attraction. 
(And is amazing for that.)  Come 
see what Norway is all about here.
In the Norsk Folkemuseum, tradi-
tional dress has become a tourist 
attraction, complete with numbered 
placard.
Touristic advertisement campaign 
for the new Juan Herreros Munch 
museum in Bjørvika.  Emphasis 
on how an inaccessible glass 
cube is being imbued with the 
weight of history and culture.
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The MS Innvik, Oslo’s floating cul-
tural arena.  Formerly a traveling 
theater company, the boat has 
been docked next to the  Snøhetta 
Opera House for the last several 
years serving as a multicultural hub 
that provides an interesting comple-
ment to the institutionalized culture 
present in the Opera House.  The 
Innvik houses a theater, cafe, hostel 
and nightclub.
Despite being one of the most lively 
and diverse cultural scenes in an 
area supposedly being developed 
to be a cultural district, the Innvik 
was forced out of Bjørvika in the 
end of 2010 by the city government 
under a pretext.  The Innvik, with 
its multicultural leanings and non-
conventional crowd is seen as non-
desirable to the area.  Bjørvika is 
carefully curated to be clean, new, 
shiny and ultimately, boring.
The current view of the Bjørvika 
waterfront is one of an incongru-
ous intersection of the natural and 
wild and the ordered and industrial. 
Both of these will be shifted in the 
next several years however, as this 
pier is set to be turned into one of 
the largest housing and commercial 
projects in the city.
Construction progress on the Bar-
code towers as of August 2010. 
The whole waterfront area is rap-
idly changing and assuming a new 
identity.
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MUSEO NACIONAL DE ARTE ROMANO
MERIDA, SPAIN
RAFAEL MONEO
1985
BONNEFANTENMUSEUM
MAASTRICT, NETHERLANDS
ALDO ROSSI
1994
ORGANIZATIONAL TACTICS OF DISPLAY AND REPRESENTATION
MUSEUM PRECEDENTS
NEUE STAATSGALERIE
STUTTGART, GERMANY
JAMES STIRLING
1984
The case for the Museum:  Looking at program organi-
zation tactics inherent in the exchange of ideas.
A directed sequence of display, is an organizational 
tactic of sequential nodes of content on a set itinerary. 
This allows for a great control over the occupant, but 
also standardizes the user experience and presents 
little option for occupant choice over usage patterns.
DIRECTED SEQUENCE OF DISPLAY
60 61
MUSEUM HET VALKHOF
NIJMEGEN, NETHERLANDS
UN STUDIO
1999
MUSEUM ABTEIBERG
MONCHENGLADBACH, GERMANY
HANS HOLLEIN
1982
ORGANIZATIONAL TACTICS OF DISPLAY AND REPRESENTATION
MUSEUM PRECEDENTS
FOUNDATION BEYELER
BASEL, SWITZERLAND
RENZO PIANO
1997
The case for the Museum:  Looking at program 
organization tactics inherent in the exchange of 
ideas.
A matrix style arrangement of display is a form 
of programmatic organization that builds off the 
multiplicity of user choice in itinerary., the con-
tent being much more free form than with a set 
itinerary, in that it could be experienced in any or-
der.  Also, the content can be arranged in smaller 
or larger circuits, adjusting to different intentions 
of the occupant.
In this system, content is much more autono-
mous from the total form of the system.
MATRIX ARRANGEMENT OF DISPLAY
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LOUISIANA MUSEUM FOR MODERNE KUNST
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
JORGEN BO
1956-1998
KUNSTHAL
ROTTERDAM, NETHERLANDS
OMA
1992
ORGANIZATIONAL TACTICS OF DISPLAY AND REPRESENTATION
MUSEUM PRECEDENTS
The case for the Museum:  Looking at program 
organization tactics inherent in the exchange of 
ideas
Spatial interpenetration and isolation represent 
two poles of possible programmatic relation-
ships.  In the  Jorgen Bo museum on the left, 
content is conceived to be completely autono-
mous of the system, related only by the set itin-
erary linking the clusters of information.  In this, 
distance and visual isolation are used to create a 
different micro-environment for each unit on the 
system.
As contrast, OMA’s Kunsthal museum relies on 
spatial interpenetration as a relational device 
between programs.  This develops interesting 
relationships within the form of the museum, be-
cause each program must by necessity take a 
position on the rest of the architecture it is situ-
ated within.
SPATIAL INTERPENETRATION AND SPATIAL ISOLATION
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MEDIATHEQUE
SENDAI, JAPAN
TOYO ITO & ASSOCIATES
2001
CENTRE NATIONAL D’ART ET DE CUL-
TURE GEORGES POMPIDOU
PARIS, FRANCE
REZNO PIANO & RICHARD ROGERS
1977
ORGANIZATIONAL TACTICS OF DISPLAY AND REPRESENTATION
MUSEUM PRECEDENTS
KUNSTHAUS
BREGENZ, AUSTRIA
PETER ZUMTHOR
1997
The case for the Museum:  Looking at program 
organization tactics inherent in the exchange of 
ideas.
The open plan as an organizational device is an 
architectural hands off approach to program - on 
a certain level.  Even less proscriptive than the 
matrix relationship of program elements, the free 
plan allows for easy and spontaneous relation 
between elements that coexist within the same 
space.  The control in this system resides in the 
curatorial intention in pairing certain programs 
together within the context of the museum, mak-
ing connections obvious to the occupant.  Here 
too, this is a useful organizational strategy to 
consider at larger scales of programmatic rela-
tionships as well.
OPEN PLAN
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SITE
ANALYSIS 04boundaries in oslo
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deichmann axis
public space
museum axis
CULTURAL AXES IN OSLO
west oslo
akerselva
east oslo
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Boundary between East and West 
Oslo
Museum as a bridge, an organism 
acting as a part of both sides
Expansion and occupation of the 
border territory
OCCUPATION OF AN EDGE
The city of Oslo can be understood through social and physical edges.  A series of 
historical and current fronts are the traces of historic processes that have shaped it 
over the years. The physical history of the city can be traced through the beginnings 
of the city on the fjord, the fortifications along the water for defense at Akerhus, the 
build up of the city proper in the 18th century ideal arrangement of blocks, and the 
industrial area that grew up around the timber industry in Oslo Ostkant across Ak-
erselva. The scars of modernization can be seen around the rail road, dividing half 
the city from the other, and placing for good the sanctioned edge of the city to the 
eastern edge. The recent developments along the water - the Opera House and the 
Barcode, all speak to a newest process shaping the city - the image building spirit 
for the nation. 
Bjørvika could be seen as a national park that will help Oslo gain an identity on the 
global stage as more than just a provincial European capital, with a mix of culture, 
business and tradition.
topography
1300 waterline
grand project edge
old immigrant edge
changing city trajectory
1800 waterline
entrance to old city
river
road
bo
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2000 waterline
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CITY FRONTS
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The name “Bjørvika” comes from “Bæjarvika”, which means “the urban inlet”. The 
area has played an important role throughout the history of Oslo. The city came 
into existence app. 1000 years ago at the foot of the hill of Ekeberget. At that time, 
the sea extended all the way in to what is now Grønland/Grønlandsleiret.
The city became a Royal Seat and Seat of the Church around 1100. People made 
their living in agriculture, crafts and trade, and the town was an important artery 
for land and sea transport and for contact with the outside world. In 1299, the 
construction of the Akershus Fortress commenced on the headland opposite to 
the bay of Bjørvika. In 1624, a fire destroyed almost the entire city, and King Chris-
tian IV decided to relocate the city to the other side of the bay next to the fortress, 
primarily for safety reasons. He was also very involved in town planning, and the 
new town, Christiania, was given a new street layout called Kvadraturen, according 
to the prevailing thinking of the time. Most of this street layout still exists, as do 
10-12 buildings from the period immediately after 1624. 
The new town’s port was still located in Bjørvika, but now on the west side of the 
bay where Havnelageret and Tollboden (The Customs House) are today. Timber 
exports had been an important part of the city’s economy since the 15th Cen-
tury. The sawmills were packed closely together along the Akerselva river and the 
inflow of mud and sawdust, combined with land infilling, led over the centuries to 
renewal of the coastline southwards. The land infilling was carried out in order to 
create storage area for timber that was waiting to be shipped abroad. Shipbuilding 
and the export of fish were other important industries. 
It is safe to say that Bjørvika and the industries located there were the key to the 
existence of the city. The quays developed northwards as the economy grew and 
trade and shipping traffic increased.
In 1811, timber shipments ground to a sudden halt due to the trade blockade of 
Norway and Denmark during the Napoleonic Wars. This was a disaster for the 
city and for the country, resulting in stagnation and shortages of goods, including 
food. The enormous piles of wooden planks that accumulated at the head of the 
bay caught fire in 1819. 
 
Top: Oslo, app. 1300. 
Bottom: Oslo, app. 1650.
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BJØRVIKA – A CENTRAL PART OF OSLO’S HISTORY
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From the 18 0-ties onwards, new industries developed along the Akerselva 
river, based on water power. The city grew rapidly both in population and geo-
graphically. This period also r presented a new age for Bjørvika. The country’s 
first railway line betw en Christiania and Eidsvoll opened in 1854. The station 
building and railway line created the first barrier between Grønland and the 
fjord. 
Nylands Mek niske Verks ed established a shipyard and engineering workshops 
at the mouth of the Akerselva river i  1860. At the turn of the century, it was the 
biggest in the country with more than 1000 employees and two floating docks. 
New quays were gradually built as the number of companies increased and 
other industri s established thems lves in the area. The Akerselva piers were 
built during this period.  Customs, the fire service and the police all had port 
stations on the pier. Nylands Mekaniske Verksted ceased its operations here in 
1971. 
From the 1950s and 1960s onwards, industrial activity in the city began to 
change. Production declined and exports from the port decreased. However, 
imports of consumer goods and bulk products were steadily increasing, as was 
passenger ferry traffic. New methods of transport and new terminal require-
ments arose. Bjørvika lost its almost 1000-year old significance as the city’s 
principal port area. 
In the meantime, the use of motor cars increased sharply and more and more of 
the city ground was being used for roads. This has left its mark particularly on 
Bjørvika over the last 30-50 years. 
Top: Oslo, app. 1888. 
Bottom: Illustration showing an older  street in Bjørvika.
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In 1988, the City Council decided that port operations should be concentrated 
on a few designated areas and that Bjørvika should be developed into a new 
urban district with a wide variety of functions. This represented a fantastic 
opportunity for the city, but little happened in the years that followed. Parallel 
to the decision regarding location of the Opera House in 1999, matters begin 
to move more quickly. The preparation of the general development plan for the 
entire area commenced, as described above.
The Bjørvika pier was build by Nylands Mekaniske Verksted. The 
plant closed down in 1971. 
Top: Port workers on the quay in Bjørvika. 
Bottom: From the 1970s onwards Bjørvika was  dominated by 
motorways. 
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The E18 motorway traffic will be diverted through a tunnel underneath the 
fjord, and the existing ajor road infrastructure on land will be removed and 
reconstructed as ordinary streets. Through traffic will be removed, substan-
tially reducing particle and air pollution in the area.
The E18 tunnel will also provide the historic area of Kvadraturen with better 
contact with the sea. 
The development in Bjørvika will result in more public transport. It is estimated 
that the development will generate 100 000 new public transport journeys a day. 
A fine-meshed pedestrian and cycle path network and limited parking spaces 
(0.6 spaces per 100m2 of residential area) will also facilitate more environmen-
tally friendly traffic. 
In order to increase the proportion of journeys made by public transport, buses 
and trams must be able to navigate the new street system easily. Public transport 
routes through the area, such as the one through Dronning Eufemias street, will 
be c mbined with spacious pedestrian areas. The objective is for most public 
transport journeys to be rail-based.
Pedestrians and cyclists will also be prioritised. It will be easy to travel on foot 
or by bike, and several bicycle parking areas will be established. Cycle parking 
will also be incorporated within all new buildings. 
The pedestrian bridge across the railway lines will ensure that the urban areas to 
the rear of Bjørvika will have good access to the seafront.
Top: The new street network is essential for the further develop-
ment of Bjørvika.
Bottom: The under water tunnel will be connected to the 
Fortress Tunnel, creating a continuous tunnel from Ekeberg to 
Hjortnes.
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TRANSPORT SYSTEMS WITH ENVIRO MENTAL BENEFITS
Fortress Tunnel
Bjørvika Tunnel
probable nodes of historic artifacts
shipwrecks found during construction
13th-17th century
ARTIFACTS FOUND DURING RECENT CONSTRUCTION
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Oslo Østkant
Space of Transposition
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The above diagram depicts the 
historical immigrant settlement 
patterns of East Oslo (Oslo Østkant). 
Originally a large timber milling and 
producing area, immigrants worked 
in factories and saved to move into 
more suburban conditions. Today, 
More mixed immigrant populations 
produce a much more heterogeneous 
and layered definition of the 
metropolitan area.
ROAD NETWORK RAIL NETWORK
GREEN SPACE FIGURE GROUND
INDUSTRIAL SPACE SITE TOPOGRAPHY
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MAP KEY
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EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS
EXPANSION OF THE AKER RIVER
MUSEUM AS BRIDGE
INTEGRATION OF TERMINATION POINTS
REPOSITIONING OF THE TRAIN STATION
SHIFTING OF GROUNDPLANE IN RELATION TO MUSEUM
INTEGRATION WITH PUBLIC PROGRAM
PAIRING OF MUSEUM PATH WITH PUBLIC PATH
PUBLIC PATH PULLS THROUGH MUSEUM
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Public Services and Common Areas
*Taken from recent competition briefs and existing museum 
infrastructure in Oslo
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SECTION 1
Section cut through a winter garden, showing the vibrance of 
the space even during the Oslo winter.
Visible in elevation is the museum gallery as it impacts the pub-
lic space, with the connecting ramps descending in the center.
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SECTION 2
Section cut through the Viking Ship Gallery, showing the simultaneous production and display of the 
ships on either side of the occupant path running down the center of the museum bar.
The ground plane pulls up through the building, creating a permeable barrier, linking public programs 
such as the pool and the grassy slope the south side, as well allowing pedestrian access to pass 
between the Museum storage and production workshops on the first level and the actual galleries 
themselves.
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SECTION 3
Section cut through a public transit hub, encompassing the semi-enclosed drive for drop off commuters, 
a food court and waiting area for train patrons, and passage to the train station further down as well as 
the parking garage in the other direction.
Above this area are the individual artist studios devoted to recreating the particular indoor-outdoor stu-
dio conditions of Edvard Munch’s creative processes.  These studios spill out onto a public access roof 
garden that runs the length of this section of the museum.
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occasional commuter who parks, 
then walks through the exhibits 
on her way into the city
airport traveler gets dropped off 
then walks straight up to their 
platform
tourist who flew all the way to 
Oslo just to see the viking long-
boat exhibition
visiting artist who grabs lunch in 
the cafe and goes outside to eat 
with her friend
family that uses the barbeque 
grills embedded in the museum 
plaza while their kids play in the 
public pool
CIRCULATION DIAGRAM
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Welcome to the A-Museum,  not your typical museum!  Our 
galleries and Exhibit spaces are woven into the fabric of the 
city:  Metro stops,  train stations, swimming pools, restaurants 
parks...you’ll find it all on your way through our corridors!
Our exhibits feature the Edvard Munch Museum and Viking 
Ships Museum.  AMuseum also includes archeological and an-
thropological exhibits,  shipbuilding and restoration, and artists 
in residence, as well as travelling exhibitions from all over the 
world.  We hope you enjoy your time with us!
AMUSEUM MAP MUSEUM
SERVICES
EXHIBITS PRODUCTION &
RESTORATION
OUTSIDE
SPACES
Central Atrium  Provides convenient access to Oslo central train station and The A-Museum
Ticketing and Museum Entry   Get your ticket here.  A-Museum is free for all!
Circulation Bank  Access other levels within the Central Atrium here
Circulation Bank  Access other levels within the Galleries here
Breakout/ Function Space Everything from site-specific installations to Black Tie events.  Book Today!
Parking Garage Access
Museum Shop  Pick up a great souvenir or original artwork from our Artists-in-Residence!
Entry Court  Oslo’s Front Door!
Museum Cafe Serving fresh coffee
Sculpture Garden Enjoy Contemporary Oslo 
Sculptur Gunnar Torvund’s Installation
Roof Terrace Enjoy al fresco dining from the food 
court below
Artifacts Gallery  Archeological Artifacts from Oslo’s historic past
Munch Gallery  A look at Oslo’s most famious artist and cultural figure and his place in history
Art Gallery  A world-renowned chronological collection of Norwegian artists all displayed in one gallery
Art Restoration Viewing  See World-class prints and pantings restored in real-time
Audio-Visual Theater An exciting visual look at Oslo’s art scene, narrated by Garrison Keillor!
Learning Center Individual computer stations for in-depth learning about our exhibits
Hall of Ships Our Landmark Attraction!
Gallery Showroom Please ask at the Information Desk for current shows
Ship Restoration See historic artifacts repaired and restored for our collection
Ship Building Artisans demonstrate construction techniques of the Viking Ships
Studios   A glimpse into Contemporary Oslo Art scene via our Artists-in-Residence
The Great Lifts 90ft. Boat elevators: an attraction in-and-of themselves!
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Munch Museum
National Gallery
Historical Museum
Tøyen
Grønland
Bjørvika
Bispevika
Deichmanske Public Library
Norwegian Museum of Cultural History
Opera House
Akershus Fortress and Castle
Proposed New Munch Museum
Viking Ship Museum
Kon-Tiki Museum
University Museum of Cultural History
Frammuseet
Norwegian Maritime Museum
Henie-Onstast Kunstsenter
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The name “Bjørvika” comes from “Bæjarvika”, which means “the urban inlet”. The 
area has played an important role throughout the history of Oslo. The city came 
into existence app. 1000 years ago at the foot of the hill of Ekeberget. At that time, 
the sea extended all the way in to what is now Grønland/Grønlandsleiret.
The city became a Royal Seat and Seat of the Church around 1100. People made 
their living in agriculture, crafts and trade, and the town was an important artery 
for land and sea transport and for contact with the outside world. In 1299, the 
construction of the Akershus Fortress commenced on the headland opposite to 
the bay of Bjørvika. In 1624, a fire destroyed almost the entire city, and King Chris-
tian IV decided to relocate the city to the other side of the bay next to the fortress, 
primarily for safety reasons. He was also very involved in town planning, and the 
new town, Christiania, was given a new street layout called Kvadraturen, according 
to the prevailing thinking of the time. Most of this street layout still exists, as do 
10-12 buildings from the period immediately after 1624. 
The new town’s port was still located in Bjørvika, but now on the west side of the 
bay where Havnelageret and Tollboden (The Customs House) are today. Timber 
exports had been an important part of the city’s economy since the 15th Cen-
tury. The sawmills were packed closely together along the Akerselva river and the 
inflow of mud and sawdust, combined with land infilling, led over the centuries to 
renewal of the coastline southwards. The land infilling was carried out in order to 
create storage area for timber that was waiting to be shipped abroad. Shipbuilding 
and the export of fish were other important industries. 
It is safe to say that Bjørvika and the industries located there were the key to the 
existence of the city. The quays developed northwards as the economy grew and 
trade and shipping traffic increased.
In 1811, timber shipments ground to a sudden halt due to the trade blockade of 
Norway and Denmark during the Napoleonic Wars. This was a disaster for the 
city and for the country, resulting in stagnation and shortages of goods, including 
food. The enormous piles of wooden planks that accumulated at the head of the 
bay caught fire in 1819. 
 
Top: Oslo, app. 1300. 
Bottom: Oslo, app. 1650.
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From the 18 0-ties onwards, new industries developed along the Akerselva 
river, based on water power. The city grew rapidly both in population and geo-
graphically. This period also r presented a new age for Bjørvika. The country’s 
first railway line betw en Christiania and Eidsvoll opened in 1854. The station 
building and railway line created the first barrier between Grønland and the 
fjord. 
Nylands Mek niske Verks ed established a shipyard and engineering workshops 
at the mouth of the Akerselva river i  1860. At the turn of the century, it was the 
biggest in the country with more than 1000 employees and two floating docks. 
New quays were gradually built as the number of companies increased and 
other industri s established themselves in the area. The Akerselva piers were 
built during this period.  Customs, the fire service and the police all had port 
stations on the pier. Nylands Mekaniske Verksted ceased its operations here in 
1971. 
From the 1950s and 1960s onwards, industrial activity in the city began to 
change. Production declined and exports from the port decreased. However, 
imports of consumer goods and bulk products were steadily increasing, as was 
passenger ferry traffic. New methods of transport and new terminal require-
ments arose. Bjørvika lost its almost 1000-year old significance as the city’s 
principal port area. 
In the meantime, the use of motor cars increased sharply and more and more of 
the city ground was being used for roads. This has left its mark particularly on 
Bjørvika over the last 30-50 years. 
Top: Oslo, app. 1888. 
Bottom: Illustration showing an older  street in Bjørvika.
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In 1988, the City Council decided that port operations should be concentrated 
on a few designated areas and that Bjørvika should be developed into a new 
urban district with a wide variety of functions. This represented a fantastic 
opportunity for the city, but little happened in the years that followed. Parallel 
to the decision regarding location of the Opera House in 1999, matters begin 
to move more quickly. The preparation of the general development plan for the 
entire area commenced, as described above.
The Bjørvika pier was build by Nylands Mekaniske Verksted. The 
plant closed down in 1971. 
Top: Port workers on the quay in Bjørvika. 
Bottom: From the 1970s onwards Bjørvika was  dominated by 
motorways. 
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The E18 motorway traffic will be diverted through a tunnel underneath the 
fjord, and the existing ajor road infrastructure on land will be removed and 
reconstructed as ordinary streets. Through traffic will be removed, substan-
tially reducing particle and air pollution in the area.
The E18 tunnel will also provide the historic area of Kvadraturen with better 
contact with the sea. 
The development in Bjørvika will result in more public transport. It is estimated 
that the development will generate 100 000 new public transport journeys a day. 
A fine-meshed pedestrian and cycle path network and limited parking spaces 
(0.6 spaces per 100m2 of residential area) will also facilitate more environmen-
tally friendly traffic. 
In order to increase the proportion of journeys made by public transport, buses 
and trams must be able to navigate the new street system easily. Public transport 
routes through the area, such as the one through Dronning Eufemias street, will 
be c mbined with spacious pedestrian areas. The objective is for most public 
transport journeys to be rail-based.
Pedestrians and cyclists will also be prioritised. It will be easy to travel on foot 
or by bike, and several bicycle parking areas will be established. Cycle parking 
will also be incorporated within all new buildings. 
The pedestrian bridge across the railway lines will ensure that the urban areas to 
the rear of Bjørvika will have good access to the seafront.
Top: The new street network is essential for the further develop-
ment of Bjørvika.
Bottom: The under water tunnel will be connected to the 
Fortress Tunnel, creating a continuous tunnel from Ekeberg to 
Hjortnes.
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lOcAtiOn OF SHiFting deMOgrApHic
the story of a hijacked museum: leveraging of cultural currency in waterfront development politics in Oslo
The Munch, well intentioned as 
a place of the people, but still 
remained an aloof institution 
- reserved for tourists and the 
cultural elite, it is set apart from the 
rest of the city
Built in 1963 off proceeds of state 
cinema ticket sales, the Munch mu-
seum was the embodiment of the 
museum for the people - located in 
an emerging immigrant district in 
East Oslo.
The Norwegian Labor Party, the 
only true political power for the 
better part of a century had good 
intentions with their culture for all 
policy.  The social democracy of 
the Arbeiderpartiet was invested in 
distributed cultural infrastructure. A 
painting in everyone’s view and a 
park in their front yard.
Political priorities have changed 
since the 1980’s.  Now is the age of 
the politician’s dream of the grand 
project to put their name to.
Munch is to be moved, leveraging 
all of his cultural currency to lend 
legitimacy to the city by the fjord.
In all of the excitement surrounding 
this new development, the com-
ing out party of Oslo as a great 
European Capital, no one stops to 
question the potential of the Muse-
um beyond the dollar signs on the 
developers spreadsheets.  Cultural 
districts sell expensive apartments.
What is created, by Juan Herre-
ros Arquitectos, is a hermetically 
sealed tower for art.  Or was the 
tower meant to be art?  No one in 
the city is really sure.
During the first fifty years of its ex-
istence, the Museum is the site of 
one of the most famous art thefts in 
history, as well as a later hijjacking 
of the entire collection for political 
purpose.
existing cultural Shifts
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The diagram at left depicts the historical
immigrant setlement patterns of
the site. Originally a large timber milling
and producing area, immigrants
worked in factories and saved to
move into more suburban conditions.
Today, More mixed immigrant populations
produce a much more heterogenious
and layered definition of the
metropolitan area.
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occasional commuter who parks, then walks 
through the exhibits on her way into the city
airport traveler gets dropped oﬀ then walks 
straight up to their platform
tourist who ﬂew all the way to Oslo just to 
see the viking longboat exhibition
visiting artist who grabs lunch in the cafe 
and goes outside to eat with her friend
family that uses the barbeque grills embed-
ded in the museum plaza while their kids 
play in the public pool
circulAtiOn SySteM
gAllery interiOr
user experience
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A-Museum Map
MUSEUM
SERVICES
A-MUSEUM MAP 
 Welcome to the A-Museum,  not your typical museum!  Our galleries and Exhibit spaces are woven into the 
fabric of the city:  Metro stops,  train stations, swimming pools, restaurants parks...you’ll find it all on your way 
through our corridors!
 Our exhibits feature the Edvard Munch Museum and Viking Ships Museum.  A-Museum also includes 
archeological and anthropolocial exhibits,  shipbuilidng and restoration, and artists in residence, as well as 
travelling exhibitions from all over the world.  We hope you enjoy your time with us!
EXHIBITS PRODUCTION
&
RESTORATION
OUTSIDE
SPACES
Central Atrium  Provides convenient access to Oslo central train station and The A-Museum
Ticketing and Museum Entry  Get your ticket here.  A-Museum is free for all!
Circulation Bank  Access other levels within the Central Atrium here
Circulation Bank  Access other levels within the Galleries here
Breakout/ Function Space Everything from site-specific installations to Black Tie events.  Book Today!
Parking Garage Access
Museum Shop  Pick up a great souvenir or original artwork from our Artists-in-Residence!
Entry Court  Oslo’s Front Door!
Museum Cafe Serving fresh coffee
Sculpture Garden Enjoy Contemporary Oslo Sculptur Gunnar Torvund’s Installation
Roof Terrace Enjoy al fresco dining from the food court below
Artifacts Gallery  Archeological Artifacts from Oslo’s historic past
Munch Gallery  A look at Oslo’s most famious artist and cultural figure and his place in history
Art Gallery  A world-renowned chronological collection of Norwegian artists all displayed in one gallery
Art Restoration Viewing  See World-class prints and pantings restored in real-time
Audio-Visual Theater An exciting visual look at Oslo’s art scene, narrated by Garrison Keillor!
Learning Center Individual computer stations for in-depth learning about our exhibits
Hall of Ships Our Landmark Attraction!
Gallery Showroom Please ask at the Information Desk for current shows
Ship Restoration See historic artifacts repaired and restored for our collection
Ship Building Artisans demonstrate construction techniques of the Viking Ships
Studios   A glimpse into Contemporary Oslo Art scene via our Artists-in-Residence
The Great Lifts 90ft. Boat elevators: an attraction in-and-of themselves!
PRESENTATION BOARDS
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Early massing studies for museum
Early study of integration of 
exhibition program with city fabric
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COLOPHON
My intent with this thesis was to be a provocation toward a different 
kind of public institution that weaponizes the cultural narratives of the 
museum to begin to negotiate between the complexities of the con-
temporary city.
It takes form in a direct reaction to the waterfront development plans 
in Bjørvika.  The alliance of cultural institutions to the urban develop-
ment project has a utopian appeal to it and the institution becomes 
a part of a larger goal to create an attractive cityscape out of a mar-
ginalized section of the city.  However, several issues with the pace 
of development in Bjørvika make me question the final outcome - the 
representation of the public owned lands by a private company, the re-
liance on market forces to direct cultural building development and the 
sterilization of a culturally interesting and diverse place for ideological 
purposes seem to be misdirected in this situation.
It is precisely this tension between the potential of the cultural building 
to effect change and the possible sterility that the above conditions 
might inspire in Bjørvika that led me to the project of exploring the 
agency of the museum in Oslo further.  It is an investigation of alternate 
relationships of the museum to the city, and in a larger sense of the 
relation of public space to the power structures that control it.  This 
slightly fantastic, slightly irreverent museum experiments with under-
mining the role of the artifact as a cultural legitimizer as well as provid-
ing an interchange for people of different backgrounds to have a dialog 
with each other, enabled by the architecture.
